We make a sustainable difference.

Turning waste and raw material into higher
valuable assets - and reducing CO2 emissions
at the same time.

LIBRIXER

The unique qualities of Librixer are based on a proven
technology in a new application that reaches into
the very core of the circular economy – maximizing
resources and minimizing waste.
A paradigm shift in
material comminution
While traditional milling technologies
force materials to come apart with high
energy methods, such as compression,
impact, friction and sheering, Librixer
works in harmony with the materials;
making them break along natural
boundaries. Since the physical contact
between material and machine is limited,
the process demands less energy.

Traditionally milling, forces the
material to come apart

Librixer utilizes all possible types if
high frequency physics simultaneously
to liberate and micronize materials;
enabling them to be purposefully reused.

Librixer AB is a Swedish based innovation company attracting customers
from all over the globe. The team behind Librixer has a long successful
background, as entrepreneurs and as executives in different business areas.
Our extensive research covers more than 250 different materials.
This has created a big know-how and a large intellectual property portfolio
of samples. We still explore the vast possibilities of Librixer - with a purpose
to make real difference in the quest for a more sustainable society.

www.librixer.com

LIBRIXER

Very flexible and can be adapted to many kind of challenges
Librixer provides a new technology to the market with
a more cost efficient process for dehulling and protein
extraction with the benefit of a ”natural” commodity to
be used by food producers. Librixer is optimizing the
Harvesting and Protein Extraction Processes.

”Decreasing the cost of these liquid-solid separation
steps is a major lever for alternative-protein companies,
and there is room for startup technology disruption here
because this is an oligopolistic industry segment with
technologies that have not evolved in decades.” *

Examples of liberated materials

Pea hull

Pea source

Pea starch

Pea kernel

Pea protein

Millet source

Millet hull

Millet kernel

Oak source

Oak ”smoke flavour”

Oak ”vanilla flavour”

Rapeseed source

Rapeseed hull

*BCG March 2021, Food for thought: The protein transformation

Rapeseed kernel

Rapeseed germ

www.librixer.com
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Technical data
Librixer model
Process type
Operating principle
Operating speed [rpm]
Machine steel

Librixer 21''
Continuous
High frequency stress
500-3400
SS 1.4301/1.4404

Special equipment cooling

yes

Height [mm] (machine only)

1130

Foot print [mm]

2000*2000

Weight [kg]

2000

Voltage [V]

400

Frequency [Hz]

50/60

Power input [kW]

75-150

LIBRIXER AB
Falkenbergsgatan 3, 6TR
412 85 Göteborg, SWEDEN
Tel: +46 (0)70 982 82 84
Mail: hello@librixer.com
www.librixer.com

Capacity [ton/h]
Low density: e.g melamine, spent grain,
aluminium cans

0,7 - 1,4

Medium density: e.g. Peas, grains,
and plastic composites

2,9 - 4,7

High density: e.g. Limestone,
Copper slag

7,2 - 10,8

Energy consumption [kwh/ton]*
Low density: e.g melamine, spent grain,
aluminium cans

20 -50

Medium density: e.g. Peas, grains,
solar panels

15 - 40

High density: e.g. Limestone, slag,
solar panels

10 - 30

